
MINUTES OF A 

GENERAL MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS / BOARD MEMBERS OF LYCÉE JULES VERNE 

 

DATE: 2021 – 02 – 23 (23 FEBRUARY 2021) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

List of attendees 

Board Members  

PRESENT:  

Herve Colcombet  

Artiste Nkoumondo 

Caroline Sany 

Christophe Boulanger 

Peter Tan (via zoom) 

Reagile Moatshe   

Raymond Ofungi   

Bebee Makuwa  (via zoom) 

Stefano Niavas  

    

NOT PRESENT but excused 
Mathieu Gogue – Proxy given to Christophe Boulanger 

Siby Diabira - – Proxy given to Caroline Sany 

Ipeleng Nyokong-Crossman – Proxy given to bebee Makuwa 

 

NOT PRESENT and not excused 
 None 

 

School Management (Invited) and present 
 Emmanuelle Marqui (Proviseure / Headmaster) 

 Luc Arnaud (Directeur administratif et financier /Financial director) 

 Gratien Ban (Directeur école primaire Prétoria / Pretoria Primary School Headmaster) 

 

 

 



NOTICE OF MEETING: 
All directors being present or represented by proxy 

THE MEETING WAS CONDUCTED ELECTRONICALLY (Zoom) AND PHYSICALY, THE MINUTES TRANSMITTED 

ELECTRONICALLY FOR MUTUAL ACCEPTANCE BY EACH DIRECTOR 

Topics 
 

1. Topic: Previous Board minutes (December 17.2020 and January 26.2021)  
Previous board minutes circulated by email, they have already been approved by Reagile, Herve, 

Aristide, Christophe, Peter, Siby, Raymond, Mathieu, Caroline  

Bebee, Ipeleng and Stefano approved during the meeting 

Questions: none 

ORDINARY RESOLUTIONS:  meeting notes approved  

 Number of YES: 12 

 Number of NO:  

 Status: voted 

 

2. Topic: Pretoria Campus update     
Background from Caroline: Caroline Sany received an email from the Gauteng Department of 

Education requesting for additional documents. The school management was not in the loop of the 

request. Caroline will reshare the request. 

 Peter comments on behalf of the Pretoria committee 

The Pretoria is still trying to engage with Dean (appointed Consultant on this issue) as a first 

approach, if not successful they will engage school admin. The deadline is the 23d of March 

2021. 

 Stefano: Can we engage everyone in parallel, start gathering requested documents from 

school admin to beat the deadline? 

 Caroline:  it seems clearly that there is no update as of now, can we put a bit of pressure on 

Dean? 

 Raymond: Are we tax compliant? there is a tax compliant document requested 

 Luc confirmed that we are tax compliant 

 Everyone agree to put a bit more pressure and urgency, engage the school admin as we as 

also working with the consultant. 

 

3. Topic: Acquisition of vacant land  
Background from Christophe: A proposal has been made to the School to adopt for free a piece of 

land from the municipality/or City park which is with the school walking distance, the piece of land is 

roughly 2.2 ha and LFJV will have to provide maintenance and security around the land as a 

compensation. 

At first sight it seems this piece of land can be used for sport activities 

 



 Question 1: Do we go further for more information? 

 Number of YES: 12 

 Number of NO:  

 Status: voted 

 

 Question 2: Which committee should manage this project? 

 For Reagile and Stefano: Procurement committee as it involves committing budget and 

signing contracts  

 Caroline: Suggested to continue with Herve and Christophe who have started to work on the 

project to maximize efficiency 

 Aristide: Believe the work committee is more accurate 

 

Mandate is given to Herve and Christophe to research, identify options and red flags and clarify the 

legal framework (responsibilities, adoption period, what you can do on the land when you adopt it, 

Can we have commercial activities/revenues? what happen to fix asset to put on the land when the 

adoption period end?) 

 Number of YES: 12 

 Number of NO:  

 Status: voted 

 

 Question 3: Do we mandate a cabinet to prepare a proposal of lease, quote 

No voted on / To be discussed later 

 Herve: Correction it is an adoption and the land belong to city park /to be investigate 

 Reagile: Two questions. Why are we doing? If we go ahead what environmental risk liabilities 

are potentially facing? 

 Herve: it all came from MX40 (school boom gate organization), they asked if the school 

would be interested to adopt the ground as sports ground. Using that land would also 

increase security which will benefit MX40. In terms of responsibility and liability I don’t think 

there will be more than what we have now have in the campus besides additional security 

 Raymond: We should not overlook the cost savings that will come from not having to 

transport and rent other sport facilities 

 Caroline: Can we ask MX40 to provide a resource as well? 

 Herve: MX40 support assistant is already helping and providing information 

 Peter Tan: No objection, but let consider the following carefully; 1. Fencing cost, 2.is it going 

to be exclusive? 3. Also important to consider insurance risk /liabilities 

 Herve: Land is partly fence off and it is impossible for the public to walk in today without 

MX40 approval and the guard opening 

 Stefano: Do you have the right access at city park/? The right communication channels? 

 Herve: Yes 

 

4. Topic: Communication update  
Open days: 

Most of the school have started these open days and LFJV need one as well. A request for budget for 

approval for open days will be circulate in the coming days 

 



Parents Q/A: 

The parent Q/A session is still not done yet, preparation work is still to be done so instead proposal is 

to write a newsletter to the parents. 

 

 Reagile: A Newsletter is denying the parent opportunity to engage but the newsletter as an 

update is good 

 Herve: who ever wish to address the board should send an email to the board. We will 

remind parents of the board’s email address in the newsletter. 

 

5. Topic: HR committee  
 

Staff tuition rebate 

Background from Aristide: There is a rebate on tuition fees for staff (before 2014, it was 75%, it is 

now based on revenues), this benefit is currently as per SARS rule, a taxable benefit. Staff 

representatives will like the school to identify a way to make it a non-taxable benefit. Mazars (the 

current school auditor) has asked ZAR 60K to do the study. The recommendation from the HR 

committee is that:  

1. Cost is too high, results are not guarantee and the school cannot afford it,  

2. Staff representative should provide specifics on where they have seen this being implemented. 

 Reagile: Why do we want to do it? 

 Caroline: Will be in favour of doing this for the staff but would like to position this as a 

benefit / incentive 

 Aristide: there is no guarantee the study will show a way to implement this rebate as a non-

taxable benefit 

 Stefano: two questions to answers. Do we want to help the staff? If yes then we need to 

figure out how to do it cheaper. We can ask another provider? Or as suggested we get a 

reduce scope by identifying clearly where it is done 

 Raymond: we must be careful also in employing our audit firm to do consulting. We need 

confirmation that Mazars has Chinese wall in place  

 Caroline: as a summary I will suggest we asked the staff representative to pinpoint to us 

which school has implemented this and we should then get a cheaper quote on a smaller 

scope 

 

Performance based bonus for staff 

Background from Aristide: There is a bonus now for staff but the bonus is paid equally to everyone 
and not really related to individual performance. The Recommendation from the HR committee is to 
change that and have school admin implement a performance base bonus which will include 
potentially feedback from parents. 
 
This was a preliminary discussion to gather initial feedback, the matter will be back for voting to the 
board 
 

 Aristide: the objective here is to have a holistic 360 feedback 

 School Admin: As parent we cannot judge, 



 Stefano: a bonus distribute equally to everyone is not a bonus, can we ask school admin to 

come and present to the board a performance based bonus scheme? We should differentiate 

the bonus and the parent feedback 

 Herve: getting parent to provide feedback is like opening a can of worms. 

 Aristide: maybe the parent representative only? 

 HR committee and school admin to review over the next coming weeks 

 
 

6. Topic: Delegation of authority for committees 

 
Background from Caroline:  Each committee went through their key projects for the year during 

January board meeting. The committee where requested to come to the board with delegation of 

authority needed for them to proceed . 

Caroline will compile the documents received from each committee and share with all for approval in 

our next board  

 

 

7. Topic: Changing school fee structure 

 
Background from Luc :  The fees structures cause weakness and inequality in Financial. We have 

enrollment fees which are paid over 3 years (for the new families) and a tuition fee which is paid 

every year. So, Luc is proposing that potentially review/remove year 2 and 3 re-enrolment fees and 

include them on the school fee which is payable by all. The objective of this memo he has circulate is 

to share concerns on this price structure. 

 

 Stefano questioned what the actually issue was. If there is an issue, we will need numbers to 

back up what is the issue 

 Raymond: How do we upset the gap if we removed year 2/3 re enrolment fees? 

 Herve: Can we phase it out?  

 Stefano: Are we solving for fairness or a specific problem? If we have a problem then the 

question will be Should we move at speed or not? We need to understand all of the above 

before we can make any decision. 

 Reagile: My suggestion is to run some more simulations, identify the issue and comeback to 

the board 

 

 


